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*Ben looks down and says “photo, photo, photo”…he picks up a blue piece of cardboard with images on it. He holds the blue ‘photo board’ 
to his face with both hands and arms. Ben looks at the camera and says “photo”. He looks down and walks purposefully to a train set on 
the carpet. (Vocalizing all the time) “photo, photo…”. Ben squats beside the train set on the carpet and places the photo board on top of a 
train track. He looks at it, looks up, and stands up and walks over to the camera…”beep beep…beep”. Ben looks at the photo board in his 
hand. He waves it in the air in front of him, vocalizing “beep, beep”, and then says one final and louder “BEEP!” The photo board falls to 
the floor. 
 
Ben turns to a low table with a garland/candle decoration sitting on it. He leans over the table and puts his nose close to the garland. He 
walks around the table and leans in putting his nose close to the unlit candle part of the decoration. He sniffs in. He vocalizes “ooo …” Ben 
moves away from the table and looks around. He quickly walks around the table, reaches for, and grasps 2 votive candle and candle 
holder decorations. One in each fisted hand, he looks at them. He takes one and turns it over. The wax votive part falls out on to the table. 
He does not pick it up. He takes the other candle holder and turns it over. This time, the wax part stays stuck inside. Ben shakes the holder 
while turning it upside down a few times. He looks at it and quickly sets it down on the table. Ben places the loose votive that is sitting on 
the table inside of the 2nd candle holder (which still has the wax stuck in it). He turns it over, and the loose votive falls out. He looks inside 
and sees that the other wax is still stuck. He shakes is a few more times while it is turned over. Then, he pinches the wick and pulls on it 
with his fingers and thumb. It does not come out.  Ben looks back at the other disassembled votive & candle holder and reassembles it, 
dropping the votive inside. Ben takes the other candle holder and turns it upside down over the top of the one that contains the loose 
votive wax piece. He pushes the candle holders together. He holds them this way and walks to the couch. He sets all of the candle parts 
down on the couch. One falls on the floor. Ben turns back to the table and takes the garland/candle deco and moves it to the couch. He 
reaches and grasps the garland base and holds it with both hands as he turns and sets it down in the couch. Ben turns back to the table 
and picks up a green placemat, holding it at the corners with clamped hands he turns to walk to the carpet area. He stumbles and 
continues without falling.  
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*Ben takes the placemat to the floor. He throws it down, squats down next to it, and straightens it so that it is flat. He then reaches and 
grabs a small yellow dump truck and places it down in front of him on the green mat. He looks around, falls from a squat to a seated 
position. He reaches for a red Lego and places it in the back of the dump truck. 
 
He looks at the pile of Legos, trucks, and othe8r play pieces and leans on one arm and hand to reach a blue truck piece. He quickly grabs 
and pulls the truck over to the mat in front of him. He looks and selects a blue truck front piece. He attempts to attach the piece to the 
front of a large yellow truck. It falls off. He tries again, and it stays. Ben puts 3 yellow trucks together in a row in front of him on the 
placemat. He leans down and holds his arms around all 3 trucks, touches his head to the middle truck for a moment and sits back up. He 
is vocalizing all the while. Ben selects a man for the trucks. He puts him in one, takes him out, and then puts him in another truck. Ben 
rolls the large truck away from his body. He kneels forward. Ben puts 2 trucks together and rolls them away from his body. He lunges 
forward fully onto his stomach and continues to vocalize. The trucks are rolled forward and deconstructed. 
 
Ben stands up, looking forward and says “photos” (repeatedly) 
 
He looks at the carpet and moves toward where the blue cardboard piece has been sitting on the floor. He picks it up, holds it, and turns 
it around with both of his hands (using his fingers as a clamp). Ben brings the photo board to the table and looks at it closely. He leans 
over the table on his elbows and forearms. As he leans in, he points with his index fingers and thumbs. He turns it around, looking at it 
from a different angle.  
 
Ben comes close to the camera, climbs up on a couch close to the video photographer. He points 2 fingers, arms outstretched at the 
video lens, and says “photo”. 
 


